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[54] AUTHENTICATION SYSTEM AND METHOD _[57] ABSTRACT
FOR SMART CARD TRANSACTIONS Lo . . .

An authentication system includes a portable information
[75] Inventors: Vinay Deo, Redmond; Robert B. device, such as a smart card, that is configured to store and

Seidensticker, Woodinville; Daniel R. process multiple different applications. The smart card is
Simon, Redmond, all of Wash. assigned its own digital certificate which contains a digital

signature from a trusted certifying authority and a unique
[73] Assignee: Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, public key. Each of the applications stored on the smart card

Wash. is also assigned an associated certificate having the digital
signature of the certifying authority. The system further

[21] Appl. No.: 531,567 includes a terminal that is capable of accessing the smart
card. The terminal has at least one compatible application

[22] Filed: Sep. 13, 1995 which operates in conjunction with an application on the
smart card. The terminal is assigned its own certificate
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(51] Int. Cl. ON Ome Denman anon ese ses ROS ehe nee enenEraaseanesessaneseues H04K 1/00 which also contains the digital signature from the trusted
[52] U.S. C1. neesscsssenee 380/25; 380/23 certifying authority and a unique public key. Similarly, the
[58] Field of Search ou...cesses 380/23, 24, 25 application on the terminal is given an associated digital

certificate. During a transactional session, the smart card and
[56] References Cited terminal exchange their certificates to authenticate one

another. Thereafter, a smart card application is selected and
_ U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS the related certificates for both the smart card application

4,969,189 11/1990 Ohta et ab. eersecssemsensentsteen 380725 and the terminal application are exchanged between the
5,140,634 8/1992 Guillow et al. .cscsssssssccssseescecnnees 380/23 smart card and terminal to authenticate the applications.
5,276,311 1/1994 Hennige ..........000 ve 235/380 Additionally, the cardholder enters a unique PIN into the
5,473,690 12/1995 Grimonprez et al... cccssenee 380/24 terminal. The PIN is passed to the smart card for use in
5,544.246 8/1996 Mandelbaum et al. ......eee 380/24 authenticating the cardholder. The three-tiered authentica-

tion system promotes security in smart card transactions.
Primary Examiner—David C. Cain
Attorney, Agent, or Firm—Lee & Hayes, PLLC 21 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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